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Introduction
This technical memorandum summarizes the preferred alternative developed as part of
ServicePlan2020. The recommendations found in this technical memorandum are the second iteration
of concepts, and form the basis for a second round of public process that shall further refine the
concepts. Some phasing of recommendations is also included to account for both finances and the need
for certain capital projects to come on line.
The concepts themselves are based on several different factors, including field work, looking at unmet
needs, and market research. Specific inputs include:
•
•
•
•
•

Background research of transportation plans and comprehensive plans;
Market research, including a transit competitiveness index analysis;
Meeting with stakeholders, including Board Members;
Meeting with operators to discuss their concerns and ideas; and
Existing ridership and operational data.

The resultant recommendations are based on our prioritizing each of these divergent inputs.
Previous Recommendations
Two service plans were initially prepared for Capital Metro. The two scenarios were:
1) Productivity (Core) - reallocates resources to more productive routes.
2) Coverage - reallocates resources to improve ridership, but maintains geographic coverage.
Both scenarios have instances of service reductions in less productive areas and reallocate those
resources into other route improvements. These recommendations were presented to the public in
August 2009. Many of the recommendations generated a significant number of responses – and these
responses were instrumental in helping Capital Metro and the ServicePlan2020 team prioritize the
recommendations.
The Preferred Alternative is based on taking elements from each of the previous two scenarios. The
short-term (five-year) recommendations are fiscally constrained. Longer range (5-10 years)
recommendations utilize more resources than currently programmed.
Summary of Recommendations
Each of the individual route recommendations are listed in the following pages of this Technical
Memorandum. This section highlights route recommendations for each geographic area.
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MetroRapid and Frequent Service Corridors
Within ten years, ServicePlan2020 envisions a network of frequent bus routes throughout the urbanized
area. Frequent Service Corridors are Capital Metro’s best bus routes and most transit-intensive
corridors and should include all routes that operate at 15-minute or better frequencies throughout the
day. Patrons of Frequent Service Corridors do not need schedules. Frequent Service Corridors can
either be MetroRapid routes, or regular fixed routes.
Frequent Service Corridors should be branded as such, and promoted to influence the surrounding land
uses. Capital improvements such as shelters, benches, and accessibility improvements should be
prioritized in Frequent Service Corridors.
Exhibit 1 - MetroRapid and Frequent Service Corridors
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New Commuter Service
The market research effort – through a Transit Competitiveness Index (TCI) effort and a travel demand
model examination – identified several unmet commuter markets. ServicePlan2020 recommends the
following:
•
•

Additional commuter service from the east, south, and southwest should be added.
Regional park-and-rides should be added in Manor, the I-35 South corridor, south Mopac, and in
the SH 71 West corridors to provide the parking capacity necessary to accommodate projected
demand.
Exhibit 2 - Proposed New Commuter Service
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New Flexible Service
Flexible service routes are a hybrid of fixed-route and paratransit service. Flexible service routes are for
areas where the demand or service area may not be appropriate for a fixed-route vehicle. Reasons for
being “inappropriate for fixed-route vehicles” could be due to low density, inadequate street networks,
narrow or poorly paved streets, and/or barriers to service. Portions of a flexible route are operated on a
defined schedule with timepoints. The route has the option of deviating from its route onto approved
streets if a passenger wishes to make a deviation.
There are several methods for requesting deviations, including a passenger request, a standing
subscription, and a call-in reservation. Route deviations are not guaranteed, but are made on a firstcome first-served basis – and that pickups and drop-offs will be made in the most efficient order
geographically. In general, flexible service routes involve sharing space on the buses and going out-ofdirection as other trip needs may be served. The vehicle for Flexible Services is generally a cutaway bus
– similar to Metro Access vehicles. Three different Flexible Service areas are proposed:
•
•
•

A Tarrytown Flexible Service route will replace three existing fixed-routes.
A Decker – Springdale route will serve areas of East Austin that are difficult to serve with fixedroute buses.
A Riata – Millwood – Domain route will connect residential and commercial areas of Northwest
Austin with the Domain and Kramer Station.
Exhibit 3 – Proposed New Flexible Service
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Downtown Austin
Downtown Austin has several operational issues that hamper bus service from both an operational
perspective and a customer perspective. There are too many stops on Congress and buses cannot pass
on Congress – leading to a wall of buses slowly moving down the street. In addition, while the sidewalk
is wide, there are virtually no other passenger amenities on Congress. Transfers in downtown Austin
take place at stops with few amenities such as benches, shelters, or security. Provisions for restrooms
should be considered. The ServicePlan2020 recommends the following:
•

•

•

Address Congress Street operational issues, which are causing speed and reliability issues for
many routes in downtown Austin, by shifting most local service from Colorado, Congress, and
Brazos to the Guadalupe/Lavaca corridor. Local service will be able to move through downtown
Austin several minutes faster. In addition, this shift will also facilitate transfers in downtown
Austin.
Commuter service is proposed to shift to Congress. Due to less transfers to/from commuter
routes, the stop pattern may be changed to have stops every 3 or more blocks to speed service.
Except for the peak of the morning or afternoon peak, the number of buses on Congress will be
limited. While ridership on the commuter routes will be high, the total number of people
waiting on Congress is projected to be reduced dramatically.
The wholesale restructure of service in downtown Austin can only occur after specific stop
locations are identified, ADA access improvements are made, and bus lanes are created to
better separate buses from automobile traffic.
Exhibit 4 – Proposed Downtown Austin Alignments
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South Austin
Bluff Springs Transit Center is a current focal point of transit service. The construction of Southpark
Meadows has shifted the focus point for jobs and retail opportunities in South Austin. ServicePlan2020
recommends the following:
•
•
•

Shift the focal point of service in South Austin from Bluff Springs to Southpark Meadows.
Extend South Austin routes to more destinations.
Remove service from less productive neighborhood streets.
Exhibit 5 – Proposed South Austin Alignments

Bluff Springs
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Riverside
The Riverside corridor between downtown and Ben White is one of the highest density transit markets
in Austin. In addition, the market research analysis identified it as having one of the highest transit
potentials of any area in Austin. Many UT students live in Riverside and students are served by multiple
UT Shuttle routes. Riverside is projected to redevelop and densify, making an excellent transit market
even stronger. In order to cater to this market, ServicePlan2020 recommends the following:
•
•
•

In the short term, create limited stop service between ABIA, Riverside, and downtown as a
precursor for high capacity transit.
In the next 10 years, implement MetroRapid bus rapid transit service along the Riverside
corridor between downtown, Riverside, and ABIA.
Fill the missing link for Riverside residents – namely a direct connection to Ben White Boulevard
and the South Congress Transit Center. Frequent service should connect Riverside with these
areas to give residents a more direct trip to destinations in the South Austin area.

University of Texas
The University of Texas (UT) Shuttle services provide outstanding service from residential areas to
campus as well as intra-campus circulation. UT service levels are adjusted annually to reflect changes in
demand. Several UT Shuttles parallel existing Capital Metro routes, and there is no coordination
between the two. ServicePlan2020 recommends the following:
•

•
•

Utilize existing regular service routes to supplement or replace UT Shuttles. Several existing
Capital Metro routes should be rerouted onto San Jacinto from the campus fringes to directly
serve the campus.
Adjust frequencies of routes based on actual ridership.
Adjust frequencies by day based on demand. Specifically, reduce Friday service levels on
campus circulation routes to reflect the 30 percent reduction in ridership.

Mueller Redevelopment Area
Mueller is slowly transforming to an urban center with commercial, residential, and retail destinations.
ServicePlan2020 recognizes that this growth is incremental and recommends the following:
•
•

In the short-term, connect the high density residential areas along Mueller and Aldrich directly
to downtown and UT.
In the next ten years, connect Mueller with downtown and UT via a MetroRapid corridor.
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Highland Mall Vicinity
The Highland Mall is one of the primary transfer points for several east and north Austin routes as well
as MetroRail. While the intensity of land use in the surrounding area has decreased recently, the
location as a transfer point for Capital Metro routes is crucial. ServicePlan2020 recommends
maintaining this transfer point. In addition, it recommends the following:
•
•

Improve directness of trips to East Austin.
Provide more frequent service to the Rutherford Wal-Mart, St. Johns, and Camino la Costa.
Exhibit 6 – Proposed Highland Mall Alignments
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West Austin
West Austin has five different routes operating in it now. Two are UT and three are regular Capital
Metro routes. These five routes are all essentially competing for the same passengers in an area that
has few areas of density that can support transit service. ServicePlan2020 recommends the following in
West Austin:
•
•
•

Consolidate West Austin’s UT and regular fixed routes into two seven-days-a-week year-round
routes that work well for both and most effectively use bus capacity.
The route between UT and Lake Austin Boulevard should operate as a “Frequent Service Route”
year-round.
Flexible service will replace fixed-route bus service in several lower density neighborhoods.
Exhibit 7 – Existing and Proposed West Austin Alignments
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North Austin
North Austin has several neighborhood feeder routes that are underperforming. Several routes
duplicate each other in North Austin, leading to a diluting of the ridership potential. ServicePlan2020
recommends the following:
•
•
•
•

The routes on Jollyville Road are consolidated to simplify route structure and improve feeder
access to the Red Line.
Several feeder routes are consolidated into a crosstown route that connects more origins and
destinations.
Low-ridership areas of service are deleted.
Commuter services will be adjusted commensurate with demand once the Red Line begins.
Exhibit 8 – Proposed North Austin Alignments
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South Central Austin
South Central Austin – which includes the neighborhoods between Lady Bird Lake and Oltorf – has both
outstanding routes and poorly performing routes. The routes that travel through this area to the south
have excellent ridership. The routes serving the low-density neighborhoods generally do not.
ServicePlan2020 recommends the following:
•

Shift service from underperforming neighborhood routes.
Exhibit 9 – Proposed South Central Austin Alignments
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East Austin
East Austin has an excellent route network due to a dense grid of routes to downtown as well as three
different north/south crosstowns. Ridership on most routes is good. In addition, East Austin has
experienced residential growth in areas where there is currently no service. Many East Austin riders are
headed to points north or south of downtown – and the current route structure often forces riders to
head downtown to transfer. ServicePlan2020 recommends:
•
•
•
•
•

Improve frequency on several routes.
Streamlined routes to improve route directness, which removes service to affected
neighborhoods.
Use Flexible Service to address service needs in low-density areas around Decker.
Provide direct service from East Austin to the South Congress Transit Center.
Connect East Austin to the Cross Park employment area and Wal-Mart.
Exhibit 10 – Proposed East Austin Alignments
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Southwest Austin / Oak Hill
Southwest Austin has experienced a large amount of residential growth in the past ten years. Market
research shows a strong travel propensity to both downtown Austin and UT. Existing residential
densities overall are not strong enough to support high levels of local service, but certain planned
growth such as the Oak Hill Town Center have the opportunity to change that. ServicePlan2020
recommends:
•
•
•

Increase park-and-ride service in the SH 71 West and South Loop 1 (Mopac) corridors.
Reduce the level of local bus service in some neighborhoods.
Extended service further south to serve growing neighborhoods.
Exhibit 11 – Proposed Southwest Austin Alignments
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Individual Route Recommendations
Recommendations for each route are described in the following pages. Included are descriptions of
each route as currently operated, recommended changes, and the implementation timeframe for these
changes.
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Current Route 1L, Route 1M, and Route 101 S Congress / N Lamar / Metric
Route 1 provides all day local service between North Austin at Tech Ridge Park & Ride and South Austin
at Southpark Meadows or Bluff Springs via N Lamar Boulevard, the University, the Capitol, downtown
Austin, and South Congress Avenue. There are two branches. Route 101 provides a peak limited stop
overlay in the Route 1L/1M corridor, and operates a shortened version on weekday middays.
Preferred Alternative for Routes 1L, 1M, and 101
Restructure and streamline Routes 1L/1M and Route 101 to better space buses and to simplify service
for riders, and set the stage for conversion to Rapid Bus service. Reallocate Route 1L resources into
Route 101. Route 101 would operate more frequently, and seven days a week, between Southpark
Meadows and Tech Ridge. Renumber Route 1M to Route 1, dropping the letter designation.
Adjust Route 1 (Route 1M) to operate to Southpark Meadows instead of Bluff Springs.
Shift Route 1 to serve Rundberg Lane between Lamar Boulevard and Metric Boulevard. A new Route
343 will continue to serve the Rutland segment. Exhibit 1 shows this extension along with other
proposed changes in South Austin.
Frequency on Route 1 should be improved to account for the deletion of service on Route 1L. Route 1
should be classified as a future “Frequent Service” Route. Frequency of Route 101 should improve as
well.
Exhibit 12 shows the proposed changes to Route 1. Exhibit 13 shows the proposed changes to Route
101.
Implementation Timeframe
The Metric / Rundberg recommendation should be implemented in conjunction with the northwest
route restructure involving Routes 142, 240, 243, and 392. This is to occur in Fall 2010. Frequency
improvements should take place at this time as well.
The conversion of Route 1L to additional Route 101 service, no longer serving the Bluff Springs Transit
Center, depends on the timing of the Route 7 extension to S Congress Ave. This should occur in 2011.
The Guadalupe/Lavaca downtown rerouting is necessary to effectively implement this recommendation,
as it is expected to reduce travel time by about 4 minutes in each direction, allowing for more frequent
service.
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Exhibit 12 – Proposed Route 1
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Exhibit 13 – Proposed Route 101
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Current Route 2 Rosewood
Route 2 provides all day local service between East Austin, downtown and the Capitol. It provides
service to several activity centers ranging from shopping centers to schools and parks, as well as several
single family neighborhoods.
Preferred Alternative for Route 2 Rosewood
On weekends, Route 2 operates at a 56- or 28-minute headway. Consideration should be given to
extending this to a clock-faced headway.
The downtown route restructure will affect Route 2. Exhibit 14 shows the proposed alignment.
Implementation Timeframe
The clock-faced headway recommendations may be implemented in 2010.
The downtown changes would occur when the Guadalupe/Lavaca corridor bus enhancements have
been made.
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Exhibit 14 – Proposed Route 2
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Current Route 3 Burnet / Manchaca
Route 3 provides all day local service between North Austin Arboretum Market, and South Austin at
Slaughter via downtown and the Capitol. The main corridors it serves are Burnet Road, Guadalupe
Street, South Lamar Boulevard and Manchaca Road. It provides service to several activity centers
including shopping centers, business centers, medical centers, schools, parks, as well as the J.J. Pickle
Research Center. It also serves several single family neighborhoods and multi-family complexes.
Preferred Alternative for Route 3 Burnet / Manchaca
Adjust and extend the southern end of the route to provide a destination at the southern route
terminus as well as more connections with other routes. Extend Route 3 to Southpark Meadows and
discontinue the interline with Route 10. This change would also resolve scheduling complications due
to interlining with Route 10.
Shift Route 3 from the Nueces / Rio Grande alignment by UT’s campus, and instead operate on
Guadalupe Street. This will shift Route 3 riders closer to the UT campus. ACC will be served by the new
Route 11. In downtown Austin, Route 3 would be shifted from Congress and Brazos to operate in the
Guadalupe/Lavaca corridor.
On the north end of the route, the southbound one-way loop around the Northcross Mall area would be
eliminated. Southbound trips on Route 3 would stay on Burnet.
Exhibit 15 shows Route 3’s proposed alignment.
The Burnet corridor and the S Lamar corridor between Westgate and downtown are proposed Bus Rapid
Transit Corridors, and will likely replace a large portion of Route 3.
Implementation Timeframe
Immediate Implementation: The southbound Anderson Lane / Northcross Drive deviation should be
eliminated. Route 3 can stop on Burnet. This should take place in 2010.
Implementation Dependent on Capital Improvements:
The southern terminus should shift when a facility in Southpark Meadows has been completed.
The downtown and UT area route changes should take place when bus lanes, access improvements, and
new stops have been constructed.
The BRT improvements are slated for implementation in 2013.
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Exhibit 15 – Proposed Route 3
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Current Route 4 Montopolis
Route 4 provides all day local service between West Austin and Austin Community College at Riverside
via downtown and 7th Street. It provides service to several activity centers including Austin High School,
shopping districts, and single family neighborhoods. Route 4 operates east/west through downtown
and connects West Austin and ACC Riverside Campus. It duplicates service west of Congress Avenue
with Route 21/22 and Route LA west of Guadalupe Street.
Preferred Alternative for Route 4 Montopolis
Discontinue Route 4 west of Guadalupe/Lavaca. Service would continue to be provided by the new
Route 12, which operates along the existing alignment of Route LA. (Please see Route LA
recommendations for further details.)
Exhibit 16 shows the proposed alignment for Route 4.
Implementation Timeframe
The Route 4, 9, 11, 12, 19, and 109 recommendations in West Austin should be implemented as a
package in Fall 2010. They may be started prior to the Guadalupe/Lavaca improvements. If the transit
corridor on Guadalupe/Lavaca is not completed, then Route 4 should extend to Bowie, where layover
space exists.
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Exhibit 16 – Proposed Route 4
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Current Route 5 Woodrow/South 5th
Route 5 provides all day local service between the Northcross transfer center in North Austin and
Westgate Mall in South Central Austin via the University, the Capitol, and downtown Austin. The main
corridors it serves are Woodrow Avenue, Bouldin Avenue, and South 5th. It provides service to several
activity centers including shopping districts, medical centers, public schools, recreational centers, single
family neighborhoods, and multi-family complexes.
Preferred Alternative for Route 5 Woodrow/South 5th
To improve access to the campus, increase ridership, and operate through a more pedestrian-friendly
area, adjust Route 5 to operate via San Jacinto Boulevard instead of Guadalupe Street. Speed and
reliability of Route 5 should increase as well, as the congestion on Guadalupe Street would be avoided.
In the long term, Route 5 should be extended to Brodie and Eskew and serve Brodie in Sunset Valley.
Sunset Valley is currently not in the Capital Metro service area, but it represents an unmet
transportation need from both an employment and retail perspective. Market research shows a strong
orientation to downtown from the south suburbs, and this would provide a one-seat ride option.
Exhibit 17 shows the proposed alignment for Route 5.
Implementation Timeframe
The UT campus realignment should occur in Fall 2010.
The downtown Austin alignment depends on the Guadalupe/Lavaca corridor improvements being
completed.
An interlocal agreement with Sunset Valley would be necessary prior to extending Route 5 further
south.
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Exhibit 17 – Proposed Route 5
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Current Route 6 East 12th
Route 6 provides all day local service between downtown Austin and Techni Center in East Austin. The
main corridors it serves are E 11th Street and E 12th Street. It provides service to several activity centers
including the Capitol, public schools, recreational centers, single family neighborhoods, and multi-family
complexes.
Preferred Alternative for Route 6 East 12th
To provide better frequency, improve coverage to a high density housing complex, and eliminate
underutilized service:
•
•
•

Discontinue the Freescale loop.
Operate a clockwise loop via Tannehill Street to the Techni Center terminal.
Operate at 30 minute headway during times when headways are currently 35 minutes.

Exhibit 18 shows the proposed alignment.
In downtown Austin, shift the service to the Guadalupe/Lavaca Corridor instead of the Congress /
Colorado area.
Implementation Timeframe
The Freescale loop elimination should take place in Fall 2010.
The downtown Austin alignment depends on the Guadalupe/Lavaca corridor improvements being
completed.
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Exhibit 18 – Proposed Route 6
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Current Route 7 Duval/Dove Springs
Route 7 provides all day local service between Highland Mall in North Austin and Bluff Springs in South
Austin via the University, Capitol, and downtown Austin. The main corridors it serves are Duval Street,
Riverside Drive, Parker Lane, Burton Drive, and Woodward Street. It also serves the Dove Springs
neighborhood. It provides service to several activity centers including shopping districts, medical
centers, public schools, recreational centers, business centers, single family neighborhoods, and several
multi-family complexes.
Preferred Alternative for Route 7 Duval/Dove Springs
The market research effort showed an unmet need between the Camino La Costa area and downtown
Austin. To serve additional areas with high ridership demand and density and to reduce transfer
activity, the following is recommended:
•
•
•
•
•

Extend from Highland Mall to Rutherford Wal-Mart via St. John (replaces Route 339).
Discontinue the Bluff Springs turnaround loop and extend to South Congress Avenue to connect
with Route 1 and Route 101.
In response to neighborhood requests and to improve bus safety, adjust the alignment to
remove Route 7 from Peppertree and Stassney. The proposed route would be to use Teri to get
to Pleasant Valley.
Shift Route 7 to the Guadalupe/Lavaca Corridor in downtown Austin.
Route 7 should be classified as a future “Frequent Service” Route and operate every 15-minutes
all-day during weekdays.

Exhibit 19 shows the proposed Route 7 alignment.
Implementation Timeframe
The Route 7 extension to the Rutherford Wal-Mart should be completed in conjunction with changes to
Route 23, 339, and 350. This should be completed in Fall 2010.
The Route 7 extension from Bluff Springs to S Congress Avenue should occur in conjunction with the
closing of the Bluff Springs Transit Center. Ideally, it should be in conjunction with the opening of the
Southpark Meadows transit center.
The downtown Austin alignment depends on the Guadalupe/Lavaca corridor improvements being
completed.
The frequency improvements should be slated for 2016 or later.
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Exhibit 19 – Proposed Route 7
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Current Route 9 Enfield-Travis Heights
Route 9 provides all day local service, except at night, between SE Austin and NE Austin via downtown
and the Capitol. It provides service to several activity centers ranging from shopping centers to schools
and parks including Austin Community College at Rio Grande.
Preferred Alternative for Route 9 Enfield-Travis Heights
Due to very low productivity, the following changes would provide more efficient service by replacing
unproductive and duplicative service, and adjusting service levels to ridership demand:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discontinue Route 9 service entirely.
Enfield Road and a portion of Exposition Boulevard would be served by the new Route 11, which
would operate on a modified alignment of the current Route ER, and replace Route ER.
The new Route 11 would replace Route 9 on West 12 Street. Exhibit 20 shows the proposed
alignment of Route 11.
A new Route 12 would replace Route LA on Lake Austin Boulevard and continue on to UT’s
campus. Exhibit 21 shows the proposed alignment of Route 12.
Replace service north of Enfield Road with a new flexible service route: Route 109 Tarrytown,
which is shown in Exhibit 22.
Service would be discontinued to the Travis Heights community.
Modified Route 300 would replace Route 9 on Ben White between Woodward Street and the
South Congress Transit Center.
There would be no service on Burleson. Existing patrons would need to walk to Oltorf or to
Woodward Street in order to access service.
Modified Route 328 would replace Route 9 on Todd Lane, St. Elmo Road, and Woodward Street.
Exhibit 8 shows the proposed alignments of Routes 300 and 328.

Implementation Timeframe
The West Austin restructure should take place in Fall 2010. Likewise, the southern adjustments should
take place in Fall 2010.
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Exhibit 20 – Proposed Route 11
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Exhibit 21 – Proposed Route 12
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Exhibit 22 – Proposed Route 109
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Current Route 10 South 1st/Red River
Route 10 provides all day local service between North Austin at Rundberg Lane, and South Austin at
Slaughter via downtown, the Capitol, and the University. The main corridors it serves are Georgian
Drive, Airport Boulevard, Red River Road, and South 1st Street. It provides service to several activity
centers including Hancock Center, Highland Mall, recreational centers, business centers, medical
centers, public schools, parks, several single family neighborhoods and multi-family complexes.
Preferred Alternative for Route 10 South 1st/Red River
To reduce travel time, streamline service, and better serve a major destination:
•
•
•
•

Discontinue deviation trips to North Plaza due to low ridership and the out-of-direction travel.
Most patrons are already walking to Rundberg Lane to access southbound trips.
Adjust routing from Red River to operate through the UT Campus via San Jacinto. This will
provide a back-up for Route RR and provide evening and weekend service between the UT
campus and the Red River corridor.
Extend Route 10 to serve Southpark Meadows. The interline with Route 3 would no longer be
needed.
Shift Route 10 to the Guadalupe/Lavaca Corridor in downtown Austin.

Exhibit 23 shows the proposed alignment of Route 10.
Implementation Timeframe
The alignment shift through UT’s campus and the elimination of the North Plaza deviation should occur
in Fall 2010.
The Route 10 extension to Southpark Meadows should happen in conjunction with the closing of the
Bluff Springs Transit Center and with the opening of a Southpark Meadows Transit Center.
The downtown Austin alignment depends on the Guadalupe/Lavaca corridor improvements being
completed.
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Exhibit 23 – Proposed Route 10
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Current Route 17 Cesar Chavez
Route 17 provides all day local service between East Austin and downtown Austin serving single family
neighborhoods along E Cesar Chavez Street and E 2nd Street. It provides service to several activity
centers including industrial businesses, health centers, and the Capitol.
Preferred Alternative for Route 17 Cesar Chavez
Route 17 operates a confusing loop at the eastern end of the line and also requires riders to transfer to
continue their trip after a brief ride. The following route modifications would simplify service:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discontinue routing via the lower loop segment south of Bolm Road via Gardner Road and
Airport Road.
Relocate the terminal to Bolm Road at Shady Lane and operate as an AM/PM terminal.
Fund the business owner at Bolm Road/Shady Lane to upgrade and maintain restroom facilities
and allow access all hours that Route 17 operates.
Frequency adjustments can be made to Route 17 as a result of shortening the route.
The downtown alignment of Route 17 should terminate at Guadalupe.
Route 17 should be classified as a “Frequent Service” Route, as it operates with 15-minute or
better frequency all-day on weekends.

Exhibit 24 shows the proposed Route 17 alignment.
Implementation Timeframe
Removing the Gardner Road segment should occur in Fall 2010.
The downtown Austin recommendation depends on the Guadalupe/Lavaca corridor improvements
being completed.
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Exhibit 24 – Proposed Route 17
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Current Route 18 Martin Luther King
Route 18 provides all day local service between downtown Austin and Techni Center in East Austin. The
main corridor it serves is Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard (MLK). It provides service to several activity
centers including the Capitol, recreational centers, and single family neighborhoods.

Preferred Alternative for Route 18 Martin Luther King
To provide better frequency, coverage to a high density housing complex, and to eliminate underutilized
service, the following changes are recommended:
•
•
•
•

Discontinue the Northdale neighborhood deviation. Passengers can walk to MLK to access
service, and do not need to cross MLK.
Operate a clockwise loop via Tannehill Street.
These changes will allow Route 18 to operate at 30 minute headways during midday instead of
35 minute headways.
The downtown alignment of Route 18 should be restructured to terminate at Guadalupe.

Exhibit 25 shows the proposed Route 18 alignment.
Implementation Timeframe
Adjusting the direction of the terminal loop in East Austin should occur Fall 2010.
The downtown Austin recommendation depends on the Guadalupe/Lavaca corridor improvements
being completed.
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Exhibit 25 – Proposed Route 18
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Current Route 19 Bull Creek
Route 19 provides all day local service between downtown Austin and the Northcross transfer center in
North Austin. The main corridors it serves are Balcones Drive, Mesa Drive, and Steck Avenue. It
provides service to several activity centers including the Capitol, the University, public schools, shopping
centers, recreational centers, medical centers, multi-family complexes, and single family neighborhoods.
Preferred Alternative for Route 19 Bull Creek
Route 19 operates to downtown from Northwest Austin via the Far West area. It also serves an area of
West Austin that experiences very few boardings and low productivity that is located east of Mopac,
south of 35th Street and west of Lamar Boulevard. However, the area north of 35th Street on Route 19
experiences higher levels of boarding activity and better productivity. The analysis provided by the
Transit Competitive Index (TCI) indicates that current ridership and future demand on Route 19 is for
travel to and from downtown. While the majority of the riders are boarding along the northern
segment (Far West) of this route to reach downtown, the travel time is lengthy and in-direct due to the
routing in West Austin. The following recommendations are therefore made:
•
•
•
•
•

Discontinue Route 19 service along the West Austin segment between 35th Street/Jefferson
Street and 24th Street/Lamar Boulevard. This area will be served by the new Route 109 (see
Exhibit 22).
Revise Route 19 to operate via 35th Street and Guadalupe Street and discontinue the Nueces /
Rio Grande alignment south of 24th Street, which brings riders closer to UT Campus
destinations.
Adjust schedule to operate at clockface headways.
Remove the one-way deviation from Bull Creek onto Jackson and 40th Street. Route 19 would
use Bull Creek instead. Ridership is low in this segment and it unnecessarily slows down the
buses.
Operate Route 19 in downtown along the Guadalupe/Lavaca corridor.

Exhibit 26 shows the proposed alignment.
Implementation Timeframe
Route 19 changes in North and West Austin should happen in conjunction with the West Austin route
restructure in Fall 2010.
The downtown Austin recommendation depends on the Guadalupe/Lavaca corridor improvements
being completed.
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Exhibit 26 – Proposed Route 19
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Current Route 20 Manor Road/Riverside
Route 20 provides all day local service between North Austin at Crystal Brook Drive, and South Austin at
Austin Community College Riverside via downtown, the Capitol, and the University. The main corridors
it serves are Manor Road, Red River Road, and Riverside. It provides service to several activity centers
including Delco Center, recreational centers, business centers, medical centers, public schools, parks,
several single family neighborhoods, and multi-family complexes.
Preferred Alternative for Route 20 Manor Road/Riverside
Route 20 productivity is very high. Therefore, the following recommendations are made to improve
service:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve midday frequency to match the peak frequency of 21 minutes. Midday ridership levels
warrant additional service.
Extend Route 20 to the airport, which will replace Route 350 service to the airport. The
extension will not serve Metro Center or areas east of the airport. A new Route 220 will serve
those areas.
The Route 20 extension will also provide an extended span of service for the UT-downtownAirport market. Exhibit 27 shows the proposed alignment for Route 20.
In the peak direction, create a Route 121 which provides peak-directional limited stop service
between Springdale Road, UT, and downtown Austin. Route 121 is shown in Exhibit 2.
In downtown, operate via Guadalupe/Lavaca to speed this route through downtown.
In the 5-10 year timeframe, implement a Riverside MetroRapid Bus Rapid Transit corridor. The
MetroRapid route would replace Route 100 and reduce the frequency of service on Route 20.

Implementation Timeframe
The Route 20 extension to the airport should happen in conjunction with a Route 350 / 220 restructure.
The VA facility on Metropolitan opens in late 2010, so changes should occur by then.
Frequency improvements to Route 20 and the implementation of Route 121 should occur in 2016.
The downtown Austin recommendation depends on the Guadalupe/Lavaca corridor improvements
being completed.
The MetroRapid recommendations that will affect the southern portion of Route 20 would happen in
the 2016-2020 timeframe.
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Exhibit 27 – Proposed Route 20
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Current Routes 21 and 22 Exposition/Chicon
Routes 21 and 22 provide all day local circulator service around and through downtown Austin and the
University. Route 21 operates via a clockwise loop and Route 22 operates in the opposite direction. This
route serves a number of activity centers including schools and colleges, medical centers, markets and
shops, the convention center, and senior center. During this route’s circulation through Central Austin,
it provides connections with numerous north/south operating routes, providing easy transfers to access
downtown and other activity centers.
Preferred Alternative for Routes 21 and 22 Exposition/Chicon
The east route segment has higher ridership than the western route segment. The following changes
would eliminate service duplications and underutilized service:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discontinue the west segment of Route 21/22 and operate the route bi-directionally between
downtown (Guadalupe Street / 6th Street) and 38th Street & Lamar Boulevard via RBJ, East
Austin, and the UT Campus. Exhibit 28 shows the proposed alignment.
Operate via Red River between 38th ½ Street and Dean Keaton to avoid congestion on the I-35
frontage road and add more destinations to the route.
Replace the west segment of the route with the new Route 12 (Route 12 replaces the existing
Route LA) between downtown and Exposition Boulevard & Windsor Road.
Rename this Route 21 Chicon.
Improve midday frequency to every 30 minutes.
Serve the West Austin area with Route 109 Tarrytown service route.

Exhibit 28 shows the proposed Route 21.
Implementation Timeframe
The Route 21 restructure should happen in conjunction with the other West Austin route changes,
including Routes 4, ER, LA, 9, and 19. Fall 2010 is the anticipated implementation date of these changes.
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Exhibit 28 – Proposed Route 21
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Current Route 23 Johnny Morris
Route 23 provides all day local feeder service connecting several housing developments with trunk
routes. A shopping center and employment area are also served. The shopping and medical facilities are
a primary destination on this route. On weekends, it provides service to the Travis County State Jail via a
route deviation. The route provides access from the various neighborhoods to main line routes to
continue travel to other destinations.
Preferred Alternative for Route 23 Johnny Morris
Route 23 currently does not have a defined destination. In order to connect this area to shopping and
employment opportunities, the following recommendations are made:
•
•

•
•
•

Extend Route 23 from Springdale Shopping Center to Northcross Mall via U.S. 183, Rutherford
Wal-Mart, Anderson Lane, and North Lamar Transit Center (replaces portions of Routes 339 and
350).
Discontinue the Regency Drive and Ellington Circle deviations. Sidewalks are available to get
passengers to the revised route; however, a sidewalk extension from Regency to Craigwood on
the north side of MLK is necessary. Craigwood would be served in the westbound direction only
from Craigwood to the Techni Center. The time saved by not making these deviations into the
neighborhoods is crucial in allowing the route to be extended to Wal-Mart. Exhibit 29 shows the
proposed alignment.
Discontinue weekend service to the state jail.
Renumber to Route 323 to identify service as a crosstown route.
Operate every 30 minutes during peaks and every 60 minutes during off-peak times.

Implementation Timeframe
The Route 23 changes should be completed in conjunction with changes to Routes 7, 339, and 350. This
should be completed in Fall 2010.
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Exhibit 29 – Proposed Route 323

Route 323 Proposed
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Current Route 29 Barton Hills
Route 29 provides all day local service connecting the Barton Hills area and several recreational centers
with downtown Austin and the University. No weekend service is provided.
Preferred Alternative for Route 29 Barton Hills
The last service change made adjustments for Route 29 to serve UT’s Campus directly. Despite this,
ridership is low on the route, particularly along the low-density one-way loop.
Route 29 should be discontinued due to extremely low ridership. Route 30 should be adjusted to serve
the Hollow Creek area hourly on weekdays and weekends. The residents in the Hollow Creek area will
see greater span of weekday and weekend service, and have the ability to travel directly to Barton Hill
Square Mall. See Exhibit 30 for the proposed Route 30.
Implementation Timeframe
The Route 30 changes should be completed in Fall 2010.
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Current Route 30 Barton Creek Square
Route 30 provides all day local service between downtown Austin and Barton Creek Square Mall in
Southwest Austin. The main corridors it serves are Barton Spring Road and Walsh Tarlton Lane. It
provides service to several activity centers including the Capitol, shopping centers, recreational and
event centers, and sparsely populated single family neighborhoods. Route 30 and Route 328 are
through-routed via Barton Creek Square Mall after a layover period.
Preferred Alternative for Route 30 Barton Creek Square
To provide more efficient scheduling and redistribute resources to the higher ridership segments of the
routes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extend Route 30 to the South Congress Transit Center, replacing Route 328 along this segment.
Improve headways from 40-minutes to every 30 minutes.
Serve the Spyglass deviation hourly on weekdays and weekends.
When Route 30 is operating 30-minute headways, every second trip should serve the Hollow
Creek area currently served by Route 29. Route 30 will serve either Spyglass or Hollow Creek,
but not both on a given one-way trip.
Route 328 will continue to operate between South Congress Transit Center and Precinct 4.
In downtown Austin, Route 30 should serve the Guadalupe/Lavaca corridor.

Exhibit 30 shows the proposed alignment.
Implementation Timeframe
The Route 30 routing and frequency changes should occur in conjunction with the West Austin
restructure, and the resulting changes with Routes 9 and 300. This should occur in Fall 2010.
The downtown routing alignments will depend on the capital improvements being completed in the
Guadalupe/Lavaca corridors.
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Exhibit 30 – Proposed Route 30
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Current Route 37 Colony Park/Windsor Park
Route 37 provides all day local service between downtown Austin and Colony Park in Northeast Austin.
The main corridors it serves are Loyola Lane and Cameron Road. It provides service to several activity
centers including the University and Capitol, Hancock Center, medical centers, shopping centers, event
centers, and single family neighborhoods.
Preferred Alternative for Route 37 Colony Park/Windsor Park
The following recommendations are made:
•
•
•
•
•

Over 400 new residential units could be served by extending Route 37 from Dell Children’s
Medical Center to Airport Boulevard via Mueller and Aldrich. This alignment would be operated
in both directions, to provide consistent service through Mueller.
In order to serve the projected demand to downtown and UT, adjust Route 37 to operate past
UT’s campus via Robert Dedman Drive. This would remove several low-ridership stops on the
IH-35 frontage road.
Discontinue the inbound-only deviation via Colony Park to eliminate an unproductive loop and
speed trips for many riders.
In downtown Austin, Route 37 should use the Guadalupe/Lavaca corridor.
When Colony Loop Drive is extended to Decker, Route 37 should serve the entire Colony Loop
Drive and turn around via the following alignment: Loyola, Colony Loop Drive, Decker, and
Loyola.

Exhibit 31 shows the proposed Route 37 alignment.
Implementation Timeframe
The Route 37 routing changes outside of downtown should occur in Fall 2010.
The downtown routing alignments will depend on the capital improvements being completed in the
Guadalupe/Lavaca corridors.
The Colony Loop Drive recommendation should be implemented when Colony Loop Drive is connected
to Decker.
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Exhibit 31 – Proposed Route 37
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Current Route 100 Airport Flyer
Route 100 provides all day limited stop service between the University, Capitol, downtown Austin and
the Austin-Bergstrom International Airport. It makes limited stops in the downtown area and at the
airport.
Preferred Alternative for Route 100 Airport Flyer
Productivity is low on Route 100 as it is not serving very big markets. In order to increase its market
appeal, the following changes are recommended:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminate the 7th Street alignment and replace it with a Riverside alignment.
In downtown, use the Congress Avenue bridge, and then use E 7th/8th Streets and San
Jacinto/Trinity to access UT’s campus.
End the route on UT’s campus at San Jacinto / E 23rd Street, eliminating the extension to Dean
Keaton.
Operate via Riverside Drive between Congress Avenue and U.S. 183.
Add express stops on Riverside Drive at Burton Drive, Pleasant Valley Road, and Crossing Place.
These will dramatically increase the ridership potential of the route.
Consider renumbering to Route 120 to show that this route is a limited stop overlay of Route 20
between the airport, downtown, and UT.
Operate every 30 minutes throughout the day in order to attract more of a market.
We anticipate Route 100 being replaced in the next ten years by the Riverside MetroRapid
route.

Exhibit 32 shows the proposed alignment of Route 100.
Implementation Timeframe
The Route 100 routing recommendations should occur with the changes to Route 20, 220, and 350. It is
anticipated that this will happen in Fall 2010.
The downtown routing alignments will depend on the capital improvements being completed in the
Guadalupe/Lavaca corridors.
Frequency improvements to Route 100 should occur in 2016.
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Exhibit 32 – Proposed Route 100
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Current Route 103 Manchaca Flyer
Route 103 provides peak-period, peak-direction flyer service between South Austin at Slaughter and
Manchaca and the University via the Capitol and downtown. There are four morning inbound trips and
three afternoon outbound trips. Route 103 makes no stops on Manchaca and Lamar between Stassney
and 5th Street.

Preferred Alternative for Route 103 Manchaca Flyer
The following recommendation is made for Route 103:
•

In downtown, Route 103 should operate on Congress to get closer to the major work
destinations in downtown Austin. Exhibit 33 shows this alignment change.

Implementation Timeline
The Guadalupe/Lavaca corridor improvements must be complete prior to shifting Route 103 to
Congress.
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Exhibit 33 – Proposed Route 103
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Current Route 110 South Central Flyer
Route 110 provides peak-period, peak-direction flyer service between South Austin (S. 1st Street and
Great Britain) and the University via the Capitol and downtown. It makes no stops on S 1st Street
between Ben White and Barton Springs. There are three morning northbound and two afternoon
southbound trips.
Preferred Alternative for Route 110 South Central Flyer
The following change is recommended for Route 110:
•

In downtown, Route 110 should operate on Congress to get closer to the major work
destinations in downtown Austin. Exhibit 34 shows this alignment change.

Implementation Timeline
The Guadalupe/Lavaca corridor improvements must be complete prior to shifting Route 110 to
Congress.
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Exhibit 34 – Proposed Route 110
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Current Route 122 Four Points Limited
Route 122 provides reverse peak-direction flyer service between East Austin, downtown Austin, and the
Lakeline Station. It is an in-service deadhead route. It serves the 3M Company on FM 222.
Preferred Alternative for Route 122 Four Points Limited
Due to the very poor productivity the following change is recommended:
•

Discontinue Route 122 and operate the deadhead trips along a more direct routing between the
Capital Metro base and Lakeline.

Implementation Timeframe
Route 122’s deletion should occur in Fall 2010.
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Current Route 127 Dove Springs Flyer
Route 127 provides peak-period, peak-direction flyer service between South Austin at Bluff Springs and
the University via the Capitol and downtown, with one northbound morning and one southbound
afternoon trip. It makes no stops between Stassney at IH-35 and Cesar Chavez/Trinity.
Preferred Alternative for Route 127 Dove Springs Flyer
No changes are proposed for Route 127. Exhibit 35 shows its current and proposed alignment.
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Exhibit 35 –Route 127
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Current Route 135 Dell Limited
Route 135 provides peak-period, reverse peak-direction limited stop service between E 7th Street &
Pleasant Valley Road (east of downtown Austin) and Tech Ridge Park and Ride via Airport Boulevard and
IH-35. There are eight northbound trips in the morning and eight southbound trips in the late
afternoon.

Preferred Alternative for Route 135 Dell Limited
No changes are suggested.
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Current Route 137 Colony Park Flyer
Route 137 provides peak-period, peak-direction flyer service between Northeast Austin at Loyola
Lane/Colony Park and downtown via the University and the Capitol. It makes no stops while traveling on
IH-35. Other non-stop segments, if any, are not noted in the passenger schedule.

Preferred Alternative for Route 137 Colony Park Flyer
To streamline service by eliminating underutilized routing and reduce travel time:
•
•

Discontinue the inbound-only deviation via Colony Park.
In downtown Austin, use Congress rather than Colorado / Brazos to better distribute ridership in
downtown Austin. Exhibit 36 shows the proposed alignment.

Implementation Timeframe
The Colony Park deletion should occur in Fall 2010.
The Guadalupe/Lavaca corridor improvements must be complete prior to shifting Route 137 to
Congress.
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Exhibit 36 – Proposed Route 137
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Current Routes 142 Metric Flyer; 174 N Burnet Limited; 240 Parkfield; 243 Wells Branch
Route 142 provides peak-period, peak-direction flyer service between Northern Austin at Parmer/Metric
and downtown via Rundberg Lane, Lamar, the University, and the Capitol. It makes no stops while
traveling on IH-35 and limited stops between 15th Street and 11th Street.
Route 174 provides all day limited stop service, except at night and weekends, between downtown
Austin, the University, and St. David’s North Austin Medical Center via the North Lamar Transit Center.
During the midday, service is provided only for the north segment between the medical center and the
transit center.
Route 240 provides all day local feeder service between the N Lamar Transit Center and St. David’s
North Austin Medical Center. En-route it serves several public schools, Austin Community College at
Northridge, and employment centers such as IBM. In addition, a number of single family developments
are served by Route 240 along Parkfield Drive, Braker Lane, Amherst Drive and Parmer Lane. No
weekend or night service is provided.
Route 243 provides all day bi-directional local feeder service between the Long Vista business park and
the Tech Ridge Park and Ride. En-route it serves numerous single family housing developments and a
few multi-family developments.
Preferred Alternative for Routes 142 Metric Flyer; 174 N Burnet Ltd; 240 Parkfield; 243 Wells Branch
These routes are indirect and duplicative while some routes or segments of routes perform poorly with
little demand for service. By consolidating these routes, commuter service can be expanded to more
productive areas and unproductive route segments can be discontinued:
•
•
•
•
•

Replace portions of Route 243 and Route 240 with a new Route 343 that operates between Tech
Ridge Park & Ride and North Lamar Transit Center.
Discontinue Route 174. The ridership to downtown is sparse and can be served by Route 101.
The ridership along North Burnet can be covered by Route 3, Route 392, and the new Route
343. Ridership from St. David’s can be served by Route 343.
Revise Route 142 to replace Route 240 along Amherst Drive and Parkfield Drive.
Route 142 would no longer serve the Lamplight Village segment, north of Parmer Lane.
Discontinue Route 243. The segment between Tech Ridge and Howard would be replaced with
the new Route 343. The segments north of Wells Branch would no longer be served, as
ridership is low.

Exhibits 37 and 38 show the proposed alignments of Routes 142 and 343.
Implementation Timeframe
Route 174, 142, 240, and 243 changes should occur in conjunction with the Route 1 / 101 restructuring
that is likely to occur in Fall 2010.
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Exhibit 37 – Proposed Route 142
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Exhibit 38 – Proposed Route 343

Route 343 Proposed
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Current Route 171 Oak Hill Flyer
Route 171 provides peak-period, peak-direction flyer service between Southwestern Austin at Silver
Mine Drive/Highway 71 and the University via Oak Hill Park and Ride, downtown, and the Capitol. It
makes no stops while traveling on Mopac Expressway and William Cannon Drive. Some trips operate a
shortened route between Oak Hill Park and Ride and San Jacinto/Dean Keeton.
Preferred Alternative for Route 171 Oak Hill Flyer
Ridership is good from the Oak Hill Park and Ride but very poor from the Windmill Run neighborhood.
In addition, the route doubles back due to the Oak Hill Park and Ride location, going out-of-direction, to
serve the U.S. 290 Frontage Road on southbound trips. It should be noted that the out-of-direction
travel is necessary due to the park-and-ride placement and the lack of safe pedestrian crossings across
Highway 71 in front of the Park and Ride. The recommendations for Route 171 are phased, as they are
dependent on capital improvements to make the changes.
Phase 1 – Immediate Implementation
•
•

Discontinue all but two trips to and from Windmill Run, and operate all trips to and from Oak
Hill Park and Ride due to extremely low ridership.
Reinvest these resources to operate one Route 171 midday trip between the Oak Hill Park and
Ride and downtown Austin.

Phase 2 – Depends on shared ACC Campus parking
•

ACC-Pinnacle is planning to expand parking capacity. Through an interagency agreement, utilize
a portion of the ACC parking area for a park-and-ride and extend Route 171 from the existing
Oak Hill Park-and-Ride. The existing TxDOT park-and-ride would remain open and the ACC Parkand-Ride would supplement this parking. The Windmill Run neighborhood has safer
walking/biking access to ACC-Pinnacle, and at this time the remaining neighborhood trips should
be eliminated.

Phase 3 – Depends on new park-and-ride lot
•

This phase depends on construction of a regional park-and-ride in Oak Hill Town Center by ACCPinnacle, replacing the existing TxDOT facility. With a regional park-and-ride to anchor
commuters to Austin and UT, as well as destinations such as ACC-Pinnacle and the proposed
Town Center development, Route 171 should be converted to an Express route – Route 971.
Route 971 would operate bi-directionally. During off-peak times, it would operate hourly.
Route 971 should be extended to serve the Seton Medical Center. Changes to Route 333 could
occur after all-day service starts on Route 971.

Exhibit 39 shows the proposed alignment of Route 171.
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Exhibit 39 – Proposed Route 171
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Current Route 201 Southpark Meadows
Route 201 provides all day local feeder service connecting Akins High School with other main line routes.
A shopping center and transit center are also served. Saturdays, service is provided to Akins High School
from about 7am to noon. Saturday afternoon and all day Sunday, buses travel between Bluff Springs
and Southpark Meadows only (Turk at Cullen).

Preferred Alternative for Route 201 Southpark Meadows
In conjunction with revisions to Routes 1, 7, 3, 10, and 101 where Southpark Meadows becomes a
transit focal point:
•

Discontinue Route 201 north of Southpark Meadows. Route 201 would continue serving Atkins
High School and the growing residential areas along S 1st Street.

Exhibit 40 shows the proposed alignment of Route 201.
Implementation Timeframe
A new transit center in Southpark Meadows must be constructed prior to implementing this
recommendation.
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Exhibit 40 – Proposed Route 201
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Current Route 202 Battle Bend
Route 202 provides bi-directional, peak-period local feeder service connecting the Battle Bend
neighborhood with several trunk routes at the South Congress Transit Center. No weekend or off-peak
service is provided.
Preferred Alternative for Route 202 Battle Bend
Due to the extremely low boardings and access to routes on South Congress Avenue, discontinue Route
202.
Implementation Timeframe
This recommendation should be implemented in Fall 2010.
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Current Route 214 Lago Vista
Route 214 provides weekday service between the Lakeline Mall and Lakeline Station and Lago Vista.
There are two small park-and-rides along the route. No weekend or off-peak service is provided.
Cutaway vehicles are used on Route 214.
Preferred Alternative for Route 214 Lago Vista
Route 214 operates as a fixed route. Route 214 is an ideal candidate for deviated fixed-route service
given the service area, the relatively low ridership, and the vehicle being used to operate on the route.
Therefore, the following recommendation is made:
•

Route 214 should allow call-in service for both pickups and drop-offs within ¾ mile of the
existing route.

Implementation Timeframe
This recommendation should be implemented in Fall 2010.
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Current Route 300 Govalle
Route 300 provides all day local north/south crosstown service between Oltorf/Burton and North Lamar
Transfer Center via Pleasant Valley/Riverside, Springdale Road, Coronado Hills, and Highland Mall.
This route travels through many single family neighborhoods and several multi-family housing
developments from end to end. Some areas are lightly populated due to green space. Intermixed are
shopping centers, public schools, a community college, business centers, and industrial type activity.
Preferred Alternative for Route 300 Govalle
The following recommendations are made for Route 300:
•

•
•
•

Extend Route 300 to South Congress Transit Center via Oltorf Street, Parker, Woodward, and
Ben White Boulevard. This change would provide a one-seat ride between the Riverside area
and Wal-Mart. It would also provide a direct connection between the dense housing along
Parker with the Wal-Mart.
This addresses the Riverside areas biggest unmet need.
Midday productivity on Route 300 is very high. If resources allow, improve the frequency to 15minute midday service.
Route 300 should be branded as a “Frequent Service” Route in the future – with 15-minute allday service.

Exhibit 41 shows the proposed alignment.
Implementation Timeframe
The improvements to Route 300 should take place in conjunction with the West Austin restructure,
which should take place in Fall 2010.
Frequency improvements should take place in 2016, so that Route 300 has 15-minute or better service
all-day on weekdays, and can be called a “Frequent Service” Route.
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Exhibit 41 – Proposed Route 300
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Current Route 311 Stassney
Route 311 provides all day local east/west crosstown service between Nuckols Crossing and Monterey
Oaks via Stassney Lane. It serves several public schools and shopping centers while providing
connections with numerous north/south routes. Stassney Lane is mostly comprised of single family
neighborhoods along most its length with a few multi-family developments and several small
businesses.
Preferred Alternative for Route 311 Stassney
The westbound schedule should be tightened to create more layover at the western terminus. No
routing changes are suggested otherwise.
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Current Route 320 St. Johns
Route 320 provides all day local north/south crosstown service between HEB at Riverside and Highland
Mall traveling through many single family neighborhoods for most of the route.
In addition, it serves a variety of activity centers including a number of public schools, shopping centers,
health centers, libraries, museums, and employment centers while providing connections with
numerous east west routes.

Preferred Alternative for Route 320 St. Johns
This high ridership route operates a circuitous routing through the new residential development by the
Dell Children’s Medical Center. To streamline service and reduce travel time and provide more coverage
of residential areas and major destinations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adjust route to operate via Mueller Boulevard, Aldrich, and Airport Road.
Extend Route 320 to operate along Camino La Costa and Bennett Avenue. Routes 7 and 300 will
operate on St. Johns between Roland Johnson Drive and Cameron Road.
Adjust the routing between St. Johns Avenue and Highland Mall to be more direct by operating
on Roland Johnson Drive and Huntland Drive. Route 320 will continue to connect to N Lamar,
but at Koenig instead of St. Johns.
Extend Route 320 from Highland Mall and replace Route 339 service between Highland Mall and
Balcones Drive via Koenig Lane, Allandale Road, and Northland Drive and terminate at Balcones
Drive and Northland Drive.
Streamline Route 320 in East Austin by connecting Comal and Chestnut via E 11th, Chicon, and E
12th. This will eliminate several tight turns and allow the use of bigger buses on Route 320.
Improve midday headways to 30-minute service.

Exhibit 42 shows the proposed alignment.
Implementation Timeframe
The Route 320 recommendations should occur with the changes to Route 7, 23, 339, and 350. It is
anticipated that this will happen in Fall 2010.
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Exhibit 42 – Proposed Route 320
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Current Route 325 Ohlen
Route 325 provides all day local east/west crosstown service between Rutherford Wal-Mart and
Northcross Transfer Center via Rundberg Lane and Ohlen Road.
This route travels through many single family neighborhoods and several multi-family housing
developments from end to end. Intermixed are shopping centers, public schools, business centers, and
industrial type activity.
Preferred Alternative for Route 325 Ohlen
This is a very high-performing crosstown route. To improve coverage and meet ridership demands:
•
•

Improve weekday peak frequencies from 30 minutes to 20 minutes. Ultimately, Route 325
should have 15-minute or better service throughout weekdays and should be branded as
“Frequent Service” Route.
Improve Sunday frequency to every 30 minutes.

Implementation Timeframe
The Route 1 restructure will have an effect on Route 325 ridership. Implementation of weekday
frequency improvements to 20-minute service should occur by 2014. Implementation of this
recommendation should wait one year after the Route 1 changes to determine whether the additional
capacity will still be necessary.
Route 325 frequency improvements to 15-minute service should occur after 2018.
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Current Route 328 Ben White
Route 328 provides all day local east/west crosstown service between Travis County Precinct 4 and
Barton Creek Square Mall via Woodward Street, Ben White Boulevard, and Capitol of Texas Hwy.
This route travels past single family neighborhoods and multi-family housing developments from end to
end. Intermixed are shopping centers, medical centers, St. Edwards University, public schools, business
centers, and industrial type activity.
Service to Travis County Precinct 4 on Burleson Road is provided on most weekday trips and very limited
weekend trips. Buses turn back at Fredrich & Woodward when not scheduled to serve the Precinct.
Route 328 is interlined with Route 30 at Barton Creek Square Mall.
Preferred Alternative for Route 328 Ben White
More efficient scheduling should be provided to redistribute resources to the higher ridership segment
of the route. In addition, a route modification for Route 328 is in conjunction with the cancellation of
Route 9.
•

•
•
•

Discontinue Route 328 between Barton Creek Square Mall and South Congress Transit Center.
Extend Route 30 to South Congress Transit Center replacing Route 328 along this segment. The
service levels on the segment between Barton Creek Square Mall and the South Congress
Transit Center would improve from 40-minute service to 30-minute service as a result of this
change.
Adjust Route 328 to operate via St. Elmo Road and Todd Lane, replacing Route 9 in this segment.
Reduce Route 328 headway between South Congress Transit Center and Precinct 4 to every 60
minutes.
Route 328 would operate the entire route length seven days a week – the weekend turnback
would be discontinued.

Exhibit 43 shows the proposed alignment.
Implementation Timeframe
The Route 328 recommendations should occur concurrently with the Route 9, 30, and 300 changes in
South Austin in Fall 2010.
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Exhibit 43 – Proposed Route 328
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Current Route 331 Oltorf
Route 331 provides all day local east/west crosstown service between Austin Community College at
Riverside and Westgate Mall via Oltorf Street and S Lamar Boulevard. This route travels through a few
single family neighborhoods and several multi-family housing developments. Intermixed are shopping
centers, medical centers, Travis High School and business centers.
Preferred Alternative for Route 331 Oltorf
No changes in alignment are recommended.
Midday productivity is excellent at 30-minute service. Ridership is high enough to warrant 20-minute
midday service.
Ultimately, Route 331 has the potential to operate as a “Frequent Service” Route, with 15-minute or
better frequencies throughout weekdays.

Implementation Timeframe
The Route 331 midday frequency improvements to 20-minute service should occur in Fall 2011.
The “Frequent Service” improvements to all-day weekday 15-minute service should occur by 2016.
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Current Route 333 William Cannon
Route 333 provides all day local east/west crosstown service between the Salt Springs and Austin
Community College at Pinnacle or Oak Hill Shopping Center via William Cannon Drive. Service is also
provided at certain times by deviation to the Travis County Precinct Office on Highway 71 and to the
single family neighborhood at Onion Creek and Pleasant Valley
This route serves many single family neighborhoods and several multi-family housing developments for
most of the route as well as several shopping areas and business districts. Route 333 does not serve
ACC on Sundays.
Productivity Alternative for Route 333 William Cannon
The route segment serving the Oak Hill community is inefficient and unproductive. Also, the route has a
mid-route layover in each direction ranging from 10 to 15 minutes. Recommendations for Route 333 are
phased.
Phase 1: Near Term
This recommendation assumes that the Southpark Meadows Transit Center has been completed, which
allows the Bluff Springs Transit Center to be closed.
•
•
•

Discontinue the Bluff Springs loop and meet Routes 1 and 101 at South Congress Ave.
Eliminate the Bluff Springs mid-route layover and instead lay over at the proposed route ends of
Tara Drive and ACC-Pinnacle.
Delete the Precinct 3 deviation due to low ridership.

Phase 2: Immediate Term
In conjunction with the extension of Route 5 south of William Cannon on Brodie, remove the Eskew and
Convict Hill segments of Route 333. The Eskew / Latta segments would be served by Route 5.
Exhibit 44 shows the proposed alignment for Route 333.
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Exhibit 44 – Proposed Route 333
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Current Route 338 Lamar/45th
Route 338 provides all day local north/south crosstown service between Hancock Center and West Gate
Boulevard & Linnet Drive in South Austin via Lamar Boulevard and Westgate Mall. It is one of the few
north/south routes that do not travel through downtown Austin.
This route travels through several single family neighborhoods, mainly south of Westgate Mall. Most of
the route serves shopping centers, medical centers and business centers. Portions of N Lamar Boulevard
are less developed or have limited access.

Preferred Alternative for Route 338 Lamar/45th
The following change to Route 338 is recommended:
•

Extend Route 338 to Slaughter. This change can only occur when Westgate has been extended,
which is currently projected to be December 2010.

Exhibit 45 shows the proposed alignment.
Implementation Timeframe
Extending Route 338 can only occur when Westgate has been extended, which is currently projected to
be December 2010.
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Exhibit 45 – Proposed Route 338
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Current Route 339 Walnut Creek - Koenig
Route 339 provides all day local east/west crosstown service between the main post office and
Northcross Transfer Center traveling through many single family neighborhoods and several multi-family
housing developments for most of the route. Route 339 does not serve the main post office Saturdays
and there is no Sunday service.
In addition, it serves a variety of activity centers including the main post office, several business parks
and shopping centers, while providing connections with numerous north/south routes.
Preferred Alternative for Route 339 Walnut Creek - Koenig
The proposed changes described here are in conjunction with proposed modifications to Routes 7, 23
and 320. Overall, these changes would provide better crosstown connectivity between communities,
reduce transfer activity and service duplication, and provide weekend service in areas with high
ridership demand.
•
•
•
•
•

Discontinue Route 339 – but replace the service with several different routes.
The segment between Highland Mall and the Rutherford Wal-Mart would be served by a Route
7 extension.
Replace service on Koenig Lane, Allandale Road and Northland Drive between Highland Mall and
Balcones Drive with an extension of Route 320.
Service between Northland Drive & Balcones Drive and Northcross Mall via Far West would
continue to be provided by Route 19.
Ridgepoint Drive and Cross Point Drive business park would be served by new Route 323.

Exhibit 6 shows the proposed alignments of Routes 7, 19, 320, and 323 that replace Route 339.
Implementation Timeframe
The Route 339 changes must take place concurrently with the Route 7, 323, 320, and 350 changes.
These should occur in Fall 2010.
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Current Route 350 Airport Boulevard
Route 350 provides all day local north/south crosstown service between the Travis County Correctional
Complex and Northcross Transfer Center via Austin-Bergstrom Airport, Airport Boulevard and Highland
Mall.
This route travels through many single family neighborhoods and several multi-family housing
developments from end to end. Intermixed are a number of small business centers and industrial type
activity.

Preferred Alternative for Route 350 Airport Boulevard
The proposed route modification for Route 350 is in conjunction with proposed changes to Routes 23,
339 (north end), 20 and 100 (south end).
•
•
•

End route at the North Lamar Transit Center. The proposed Route 323 will continue to operate
between North Lamar Transit Center and Northcross Mall.
Terminate Route 350 at ACC Riverside Campus. Route 350 would use Hogan Avenue to access
ACC-Riverside. Replace service to the airport with a Route 20 extension. Replace service to
Metro Center and the Correctional facility with a new Route 220.
Route 350 would operate every 30-minutes during its entire weekday and Saturday service span,
and at 45 minute Sunday frequency.

Exhibit 46 shows the proposed alignment.
Implementation Timeframe
The north end Route 350 changes must take place concurrently with the Route 7, 23, 320, and 339
changes. These should occur in Fall 2010.
Likewise, the changes to the Airport / Del Valle service should take place in conjunction with a package
of changes with Route 20 and 100, which should occur in Fall 2010.
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Exhibit 46 – Proposed Route 350
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Current Route 383 Research and Route 392 Braker
Route 383 provides all day local north/south service between Northwest Park and Ride at Lakeline
Station and North Lamar Transfer Center via US 183, Arboretum and Great Hills Trail. This route travels
through suburban single family developments and lightly populated areas. The route serves shopping
centers, medical centers, business centers park and rides and Westwood High School.
Route 392 provides all day local east/west crosstown service between the Pavilion Park and Ride and
Tech Park and Ride via Braker Lane serving several public schools, J.J. Pickle Research Center, and
Arboretum. Weekends, service operates to Arboretum only with no service to Pavilion Park and Ride
and along Jollyville Road. This route travels through several single family neighborhoods in the eastern
segment with a mix of neighborhoods and businesses along Braker Lane. There are a few multi-family
housing developments along Jollyville that is not served weekends. The western segment serves mostly
businesses and shopping areas.
Preferred Alternative for Route 383 Research and Route 392 Braker
To provide better coverage, reduce travel time and reduce duplication with unproductive service:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

End Route 392 at Arboretum Market. Serve Kramer Station on all trips and extend the route
into the south portion of The Domain.
Operate Route 392 every 30 minutes peak-periods and every 45 minutes in the weekday
midday.
Discontinue Route 392 weekend service.
Modify Route 383 to operate via current Route 392 on Jollyville Road between Arboretum
Market and Pavilion Park & Ride. In the northbound direction, do not deviate Route 383 into
the Pavilion Park-and-Ride. A stop on the Jollyville Road should serve this facility.
At the north end of Route 382, operate via Lake Creek Parkway, Lakeline Mall Drive, Pecan Park
Boulevard, and S Lakeline Boulevard in both directions. This will allow Lakeline Mall passengers
to avoid sitting through a lengthy layover at the Lakeline Station and also allow Route 383 to act
as a feeder from the station to the Lakeline Mall.
Between Anderson Mill Road and Spicewood Springs Road/McNeil Road, operate via Pond
Springs Road instead of the US 183 frontage road.
Operate Route 383 every 30 minutes during weekday peaks and midday and hourly at all other
times.

Exhibits 47 and 48 show the proposed alignments for Routes 383 and 392.
Implementation Timeframe
The changes to Route 392 and 383 should happen in conjunction with the Route 142, 174, 240, 243, and
1 package of changes, as the changes to Route 392 in particular are necessary to maintain coverage.
These are anticipated to occur in Fall 2010.
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Exhibit 47 – Proposed Route 383
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Exhibit 48 – Proposed Route 392
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Current Route 450 Congress Dillo and Route 451 6th Street Dillo
Route 450 provides north/south circulator service in downtown Austin traveling along Congress Avenue
between Barton Springs Road and 11th Street. Route 451 provides east/west circulator service in
downtown Austin traveling westbound on 6th Street and eastbound on 5th Street between Red River
Street and Bowie Street. These routes serve numerous downtown activity centers and provide transfer
connections with regular routes. The north end of the Route 450 operates a one-way clockwise loop
from 11th Street to 17th Street via Lavaca and San Jacinto.
Several downtown hotels are served providing visitors and residence frequent access to popular
destinations such as the History Museum, One Texas Center, the Capitol and law center, county
courthouse, state offices, visitor centers. On the first Thursday of the month, Route 450 is extended
south from Barton Springs Road to the South Congress Shopping area.
Preferred Alternative for Route 450 Congress Dillo and Route 451 6th Street Dillo
Due to poor ridership performance, eliminate the Dillo routes. This is slated to occur in October 2009.
When the Guadalupe/Lavaca corridors are complete, then the need for circulator service along Congress
should be reexamined. A Dillo-type service would be more successful if it were not competing with
dozens of local buses.
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Current Route 481 North Night Owl
Route 481 provides night owl service between downtown Austin and North Austin at Lamar and
Rundberg Lane via Guadalupe Street and Lamar serving the Historic 6th Street District, UT, and Triangle
Park and Ride. This route serves numerous single family neighborhoods and generally covers Route 1 up
to Rundberg Lane. It operates via a one-way loop at the north end of the route

Preferred Alternative for Route 481 North Night Owl
No changes are suggested.
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Current Route 482 East Night Owl
Route 482 provides night owl service between downtown Austin and East Austin via 11th Street,
Rosewood/Oak Springs and Springdale serving the Warehouse District, and the Historic 6th Street
District. This route serves numerous single family neighborhoods via a large one-way loop and generally
covers Route 2 and Route 4.

Preferred Alternative for Route 482 East Night Owl
No changes are suggested.
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Current Route 483 Southeast Night Owl
Route 483 provides night owl service between downtown Austin and Southeast Austin via Riverside,
Burton, Oltorf and Congress serving the Warehouse District, and the Historic 6th Street District. This
route serves numerous single family neighborhoods via a large one-way loop with most housing only on
one side of the route due to the river. It also serves a multi-family housing complex at the end of the
line and covers potions of Route 1, Route 7, Route 9 and Route 20. There is minor service duplication
with Route 486 on Congress Avenue although the buses are traveling in opposite directions.

Preferred Alternative for Route 483 Southeast Night Owl
No changes are suggested.
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Current Route 484 Lamar/South 1st Night Owl
Route 484 provides night owl service between downtown Austin, the Historic 6th Street District and
South Austin via Lamar, Manchaca, William Cannon and South 1st Street. This route serves numerous
single family neighborhoods and multi-family housing complexes as well as a number of business
districts via a large one-way loop. It covers potions of Route 3 in the southbound direction and Route 10
in the northbound direction.

Preferred Alternative for Route 484 Lamar/South 1st Night Owl
No changes are suggested.
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Current Route 485 Cameron Night Owl
Route 485 provides night owl service between downtown Austin, the Historic 6th Street District and
North Austin via Cameron Road, Rundberg Lane, North Lamar and Braker Lane. This route serves
numerous single family neighborhoods and multi-family housing complexes as well as a number of
business districts. The northern end of the route travels via a large one-way loop. It covers potions of
Route 1, Route 10, Route 325 and Route 392. Southbound, it returns via Dessau Road (between Braker
Lane and Rundberg Lane) providing the only bus service for this area. There is a route deviation via 51st
Street, Lancaster and Barbara Jordan.

Preferred Alternative for Route 485 Cameron Night Owl
No changes are suggested.
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Current Route 486 Dove Springs Night Owl
Route 486 provides night owl service between downtown Austin, the Historic 6th Street District and
Pleasant Valley via South Transfer Center, South Congress Avenue, William Cannon, Blue Meadow,
Pleasant Valley and Stassney. This route serves numerous single family neighborhoods and multi-family
housing complexes as well as a number of business districts via a large one-way loop. It covers potions
of Route 1, Route 7, Route 311 and Route 333. The southern end of the route serves a suburban single
family housing development. There is minor service duplication with Route 483 on Congress Avenue
although the buses are traveling in opposite directions.

Preferred Alternative for Route 486 Dove Springs Night Owl
No changes are suggested.
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Current Route FA Forty Acres (640)
Route FA provides service between the University of Texas on Dean Keeton and Robert Dedman and
Guadalupe Street at 23rd Street. This route operates via a one-way loop providing circulator service
around the campus perimeter Sunday through Friday.
Preferred Alternative for Route FA
Ridership statistics on Route FA indicates that there is 30 percent less ridership on Fridays than on other
weekdays. Therefore, the 5 minute frequency and associated capacity are not necessary.
•

Frequency on Friday middays should be 7 minutes. It is estimated that one bus can be
eliminated from the peak period running from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Implementation Timeframe
This change may be implemented by Fall 2010.
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Current Route EC East Campus (641)
Route EC provides service between the University of Texas on Dean Keeton and San Jacinto Boulevard
and UFCU Disch-Faulk Field. This route operates via a one-way loop serving a single family
neighborhood east of IH-35 after Disch-Faulk Field Sunday through Friday.
Preferred Alternative for Route EC East Campus
Ridership statistics on Route EC indicates that there is 30 percent less ridership on Fridays than on other
weekdays. Therefore, the 7 minute frequency and associated capacity are not necessary.
•

Frequency on Friday should be 10 minutes all day. It is estimated that one bus can be
eliminated from the peak period running from 8:10 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Implementation Timeframe
This change may be implemented by Fall 2010.
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Current Route WC West Campus (642)
Route WC provides service between the University of Texas on San Jacinto Boulevard and San Gabriel
Street to the west. This route operates via a one-way loop Sunday through Friday.
Preferred Alternative for Route WC West Campus
Ridership statistics on Route WC indicates that there is 30 percent less ridership on Fridays than on
other weekdays. Therefore, the 4-5 minute frequency and associated capacity are not necessary during
midday.
•

Frequency on Friday should be 6-7 minutes during the day. It is estimated that one bus can be
eliminated from the peak period running from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Implementation Timeframe
This change may be implemented by Fall 2010.
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Current Route CR Cameron Road (651)
Route CR provides service between the University of Texas on San Jacinto Boulevard and Camino La
Costa to the north. This route operates via a one-way loop on campus and along Camino La Costa and
Cameron weekdays only to about 7:00 p.m.
Preferred Alternative for Route CR Cameron Road
Route RR Red River runs along Red River Road between Dean Keeton and 46th Street, which is parallel to
Route CR, which operates on the I-35 frontage road between Dean Keeton and 51st Street. Ridership on
Route CR is low and declining.
•
•

Adjust Route CR to operate on Red River Road along with Route RR. Combining routes on Red
River Road will allow for demand based capacity adjustments and more fully utilize the vehicle
capacity.
If declining ridership trends continue, UT shuttle service to Cameron Road should be
discontinued. Route 7 would continue to provide frequent service between St. Johns and UT.

Exhibit 49 shows the proposed alignment which is the same as the current Route RR/CR.
Implementation Timeframe
This change may be implemented by Fall 2010.
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Exhibit 49 – Proposed Route CR Cameron Road
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Current Route PRC Pickle Research Campus (652)
Route PRC provides service between the University of Texas on San Jacinto Boulevard and Guadalupe
Street and the J.J. Pickle Research Center to the north. This route operates via a one-way loop on
campus and through the research center campus while serving MCC Drive on northbound trips only
weekdays to about 8pm.
Preferred Alternative for PRC Pickle Research Campus
Route PRC has low productivity and a limited draw area – meaning that increases in ridership are
unlikely. The PRC route should be combined with Route FW.
•

During peak hours, Route FW would extend a bus to Pickle Research Campus every 30 minutes.
During off-peak times, Route FW would extend a bus to Pickle every 60-minutes.

Exhibit 50 shows the proposed alignment of Route FW.
Implementation Timeframe
This change may be implemented by Fall 2010.
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Exhibit 50 – Proposed Route FW with PRC Pickle Research Campus Extension
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Current Route RR Red River (653)
Route RR provides service between the University of Texas on San Jacinto Boulevard and E 46th Street
via Red River Street to the north. This route serves single family neighborhoods along Red River and
operates via a one-way loop on campus and weekdays only to about 7pm.
Preferred Alternative for Route RR Red River
Ridership does not warrant 5-7 minute service, particularly if Route 10 is rerouted to serve San Jacinto
paralleling Route RR.
•
•

Due to declining ridership, and low productivity, reduce the frequency on Route RR to 8-9
minutes during the daytime.
If Route CR is rerouted onto Red River Road, consider reducing frequency of Route RR further.

Implementation Timeframe
This change may be implemented by Fall 2010.
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Current Route IF Intramural Fields (656)
Route IF provides service between the University of Texas on Dean Keeton and the intramural fields on
Guadalupe Street & W 51st Street to the north via Speedway. This route serves single family
neighborhoods along Speedway and operates via a one-way loop when serving the intramural fields
area weekdays only.
Preferred Alternative for Route IF Intramural Fields
No changes are recommended.
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Current Route FW Far West (661)
Route FW provides service between the University of Texas on Dean Keeton and Village Center multifamily housing complex to the north via Mopac, W 35th Street, W 38th Street and Guadalupe Street. This
route operates non-stop between Village Center and the campus weekdays only.
Preferred Alternative for Route FW Far West
The following change to Route FW is recommended:
•

No routing changes are suggested. The Route PRC recommendations call for extending select
Route FW trips to Pickle Research Campus. This recommendation will not affect the Route FW
frequency. See Exhibit 51 for details.
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Current Routes ER Enfield Road (662); LA Lake Austin (663); ER/LA Night-Sunday (683)
Route ER provides service between the University of Texas on San Jacinto Boulevard and Enfield at
Raleigh to the west. This route operates via a one-way loop on campus and serves residential areas
along Enfield Road weekdays only.
Route LA provides service between the University of Texas on San Jacinto Boulevard and Brackenridge
Apartments to the west. This route operates via a one-way loop on campus and serves W 5th Street and
W 6th Street west of downtown weekdays only.
Route ER/LA provides service between the University of Texas on San Jacinto Boulevard and Enfield at
Raleigh and Lake Austin Boulevard at Brackenridge Apartments to the west in place of Route ER and
Route LA weeknights and Sundays. This route operates via a one-way loop on campus and along Enfield
and Lake Austin while serving residential areas and housing complexes.
Preferred Alternative for Routes ER Enfield Road; LA Lake Austin; ER/LA Night-Sunday
To replace unproductive and duplicative services, identify as regular service routes, and adjust service
levels according to ridership demand, in conjunction with changes for Routes 4, 9, and 21/22:
•
•

•

•

The West Austin UT Shuttle routes should be converted into regular fixed-route bus routes
where it is clear that the public is welcome to ride.
Rename Route LA to Route 12. Route 12 would operate via Kermit, Lake Austin Boulevard, and
UT’s Campus – in an alignment that is virtually identical to Route LA. It would replace Routes 4,
21 and 22 in West Austin. All local stops would be served between West Austin and downtown.
There would be one stop in downtown and then the stops on UT’s campus. Service would
operate every 15 minutes on all weekdays and less frequently on evenings and weekends.
Route 12 should be branded a “Frequent Service Route”.
Rename Route ER as Route 11 and modify the route to extend to Exposition / Windsor. Route
11 would use W 12th Street instead of Enfield Road and replace Route 9 service. Adjust service
levels to every 20 – 30 minutes on weekdays, and less frequently on evenings and weekends.
This route would also better serve the UT to ACC Rio Grande travel pattern.
Discontinue Route ER/LA as the new Routes 11 and 12 would operate on weekends and
evenings.

Exhibits 51 and 52 show the proposed alignments of the replacements for Routes ER, LA, and ER/LA.
Implementation Timeframe
The West Austin route restructure should happen in conjunction with changes to Routes 9, 19, 21, 22,
30, 300, and 328. These are slated for Fall 2010.
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Exhibit 51 – Proposed Route 11
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Exhibit 52 – Proposed Route 12
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Current Route NR North Riverside (671)
Route NR provides service between the University of Texas on San Jacinto Boulevard and housing
complexes at Elmont and S Pleasant Valley to the south. This route operates via a one-way loop on
campus and at Elmont traveling non-stop on IH-35 and Riverside Drive weekdays only.
Preferred Alternative for Route NR North Riverside
No changes are suggested.
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Current Routes LS Lakeshore (672) and WL Wickersham Lane (675)
Route LS provides service between the University of Texas on San Jacinto Boulevard and housing
complexes on Lakeshore Drive and S Pleasant Valley to the south. This route operates via a one-way
loop on campus and at Lakeshore traveling non-stop on IH-35 and Riverside Drive weekdays only.
Route WL provides service between the University of Texas on San Jacinto Boulevard and housing
complexes on Wickersham Lane and Willow Creek areas to the south. This route operates via a one-way
loop on campus and at Wickersham/Willow Creek traveling non-stop on IH-35 and Riverside Drive
weekdays only.
Preferred Alternative for Routes LS Lakeshore and WL Wickersham Lane
The following change is recommended for Routes LS and WL:
•

Reduce frequency to every 15 minutes as ridership levels do not warrant better service levels.

Implementation Timeframe
This change may be implemented by Fall 2010.
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Current Route LS-NR Lakeshore-North Riverside (680)
Route LS/NR provides service between the University of Texas on San Jacinto Boulevard and
Wickersham at Elmont and Lakeshore at Riverside to the south in place of Route NR and Route LS
weeknights and Sundays. This route operates via a one-way loop on campus and along Wickersham and
Lakeshore while serving housing complexes.
Preferred Alternative for Route LS-NR Lakeshore-North Riverside
No changes are suggested.
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Current Route CR-RR Cameron Road-Red River (684)
Route CR/RR provides service between the University of Texas on Dean Keeton and Camino La Costa via
Red River to the north in place of Route CR and Route RR weeknights and Sundays. This route operates
via a one-way loop on campus and while serving Camino La Costa and Cameron Road.
Preferred Alternative for Route CR-RR Cameron Road-Red River
No changes are suggested.
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Current Route WL-CP Wickersham Lane-Crossing Place (685)
Route WL/CP provides service between the University of Texas on San Jacinto Boulevard and
Wickersham and Willow Creek at Riverside to the south in place of Route CP and Route WL weeknights
and Sundays. This route operates via a one-way loop on campus and along Wickersham and Willow
Creek with a leg to Crossing Place while serving housing complexes.
Preferred Alternative for Route WL-CP Wickersham Lane-Crossing Place
No changes are suggested.
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Current Route 935 Tech Ridge Express
Route 935 provides peak-period, peak-direction express service between Tech Ridge Park and Ride and
Riverside Drive via IH-35, the University, Capitol and downtown Austin. It makes no stops while
traveling on IH-35.
Preferred Alternative for Route 935 Tech Ridge Express
No changes are suggested.
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Current Route 970 Lantana Express
Route 970 provides peak-period, reverse peak-direction express service between downtown Austin,
AMD, and Freescale at Lantana via Mopac.
Preferred Alternative for Route 970 Lantana Express
No changes are suggested, as this is an example of a route being used in-service for deadhead purposes.
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Current Route 982 Pavilion Express
Route 982 provides weekday express service between Pavilion Park and Ride and downtown Austin via
Mopac, Guadalupe Street, the University and Capitol.

Preferred Alternative for Route 982 Pavilion Express
No changes are suggested.
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Current Route 983 N U.S. 183 Express
Route 983 provides weekday express service between Leander Park and Ride, Lakeline Station Park and
Ride, Pavilion Park and Ride and downtown Austin via Mopac, Guadalupe Street, the University and
Capitol. Service is bi-directional.

Preferred Alternative for Route 983 N U.S. 183 Express
No changes are suggested.
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Current Route 984 NW Direct via IH-35
Route 984 provides peak-directional express service between Lakeline Station Park and Ride and
Riverside Drive via US 183, IH-35, the University, Capitol and downtown Austin.
Preferred Alternative for Route 984 NW Direct via IH-35
The following change is recommended:
•

As soon as the passenger demand from Lakeline has been established, and if MetroRail can
handle the loads, eliminate Route 984.
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Current Route 986 Leander Direct via IH-35
Route 986 provides peak-directional express service between Leander Station Park and Ride and
Riverside Drive via US 183, IH-35, the University, Capitol and downtown Austin.
Preferred Alternative for Route 986 Leander Direct via IH-35
The following change for Route 986 is recommended:
•

As soon as the passenger demand from Leander and Lakeline has been established, and if
MetroRail can handle the loads, delete Route 986.
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Current Route 987 Leander / NW Express
Route 987 provides peak-directional express service between Leander Station Park and Ride and
Riverside Drive via Lakeline Station, US 183, Mopac, the University, Capitol and downtown Austin.

Preferred Alternative for Route 987 Leander / NW Express
The following change for Route 987 is recommended:
•

As soon as the passenger demand from Leander and Lakeline has been established, and if
MetroRail can handle the loads, delete Route 987.
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Current Route 990 Northeast Express
Route 990 provides peak-directional service between Manor, UT, and downtown Austin. A reverse
peak-direction service provides a connection to the Applied Materials facility. The route serves two
park-and-rides in Manor. Route 990 is negatively affected by I-35 traffic between US 290 and UT’s
campus.
A survey of potential riders in Manor was conducted asking what destinations should be served from
Manor. One of most frequent answers was the state office complex by Lamar / 51st Street. The other
primary destinations included UT and the downtown Austin office areas.
Preferred Alternative for Route 990 Northeast Express
The following changes to Route 990 are recommended:
•

•

Route 990’s alignment between Manor and downtown Austin should be changed to serve more
ridership destinations. Route 990 should use Koenig, Lamar, and Guadalupe Street to access
downtown. On these streets, service should be dropoff only in the morning and pickup only in
the afternoon. The travel time is slightly longer than on I-35, but not significantly so due to the
extreme congestion on the freeway.
A regional park-and-ride that is readily visible from US 290 would enhance the ridership
potential. With a regional park-and-ride, we recommend increasing the service levels to a
minimum of three peak-directional buses and upgrade the vehicles to full-size commuter
coaches.

Implementation Timeframe
The Manor Park-and-Ride must be completed prior to this recommendation being implemented. It is
likely that this improvement will happen in 2011 or later.
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New Route – Route 109 Tarrytown Service Route

Preferred Alternative for Route 109 Tarrytown Service Route
The recommendations for West Austin call for removing three bus routes. Through the public process, it
became apparent that there was a need for access to the northern portion of West Austin – particularly
for employees.
•

Route 109 would provide access to West Austin in areas that are unsuited to big fixed-route
buses. Route 109 would be operated as a deviated fixed-route. Depending on customer
requests, the route would use Exposition or Pecos Street. Route 109 would operate
approximately every 30-minutes during the late morning peak (7 a.m. – 10 a.m.) and early
afternoon peak (3 p.m. to 6 p.m.). Transfers to/from other routes would take place at
25th/Guadalupe Street. Exhibit 53 shows the proposed Route 109.

Implementation Timeframe
This improvement is a part of the West Austin route restructure effort and should occur in Fall 2010 in
conjunction with changes to Routes ER, LA, 9, 19 , 21, 22, 30, 300, and 328.
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Exhibit 53 – Proposed Route 109 Tarrytown
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New Route 237 – Decker to Springdale Service Route

Preferred Alternative for Route 237 Decker to Springdale Service Route
The following is recommended:
•

•

Route 237 would provide access to East Austin in areas that are unsuited to big fixed-route
buses. Route 237 would be operated as a deviated fixed-route. It would have a timepoint at
the Springdale shopping center, and provide on-demand service to areas currently not served by
Routes 23, 20, and 37 – in particular the areas along Decker Lane.
Route 237 would operate approximately every 60 minutes all-day on weekdays. Transfers
to/from other routes would take place at the Springdale shopping center.

Exhibit 54 shows the proposed alignment for Route 237.
Implementation Timeframe
The Route 109 Tarrytown will be the test case for general public service routes. If successful, Route 237
should be implemented in Fall 2014.
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Exhibit 54 – Proposed Route 237
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New Route 283 – Riata / Millwood to The Domain/Kramer Station Service Route
Preferred Alternative for Route 283 Riata / Millwood to Domain / Kramer
The following is recommended:
•

•

Route 283 would provide access to Northwest Austin in areas that are unsuited to big fixedroute buses. Route 283 would be operated as a deviated fixed-route with fixed timepoints at
Kramer Station and The Domain. It would operate on-demand through the rest of the service
area.
Route 283 would operate all-day on weekdays. Transfers to/from other routes would take place
at The Domain and Kramer Station.

Implementation Timeframe
The Route 109 Tarrytown will be the test case for general public service routes. If successful, Route 283
should be implemented in Fall 2014.
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Exhibit 55 – Proposed Route 283
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New Route – Route 220 Del Valle
Feedback received during the public outreach indicated a need for service to Del Valle. Providing access
for residents of Del Valle to the greater Austin area as well as providing a way for school kids in the
Riverside area to access the Del Valle Schools were important
Preferred Alternative for Route 220 Del Valle
The following phased changes are recommended:
Phase I Changes – Fall 2010
•
•
•

Route 220 would provide feeder service from the Travis County Correctional Facility and Metro
Center to the transit center at ACC-Riverside. Route 220 would serve the new VA facility on
Metropolitan as well. Route 220 would not serve ABIA directly.
Route 220 would operate every 30 minutes on weekdays and every 60 minutes on weekends,
and weekday evenings.
This recommendation should take place in conjunction with the Route 20 and 350 restructures.

Phase II Changes - 2014
•
•

Route 220 would be extended from the Travis County Correctional Facility to Del Valle. This
would connect Del Valle High School, the Travis County Correctional Facility, and Metro Center
to the transit center at ACC-Riverside. Route 220 would not serve ABIA directly.
Route 220 would operate every 30 minutes on weekdays and every 60 minutes on weekends,
and weekday evenings.
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Exhibit 56 – Proposed Route 220
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New Route – 901 South Mopac Express
Preferred Alternative for Route 901 South Mopac Express
The following is recommended:
•

Market research has shown an unmet need for commuter service to downtown Austin from
South Austin. Route 971 would provide peak-directional service between a regional park-andride in South Austin along Mopac to downtown Austin and UT. As an interim, a partnership with
a church or larger business for shared parking should be developed. Initially three northbound
and three southbound trips should be operated.

Exhibit 57 shows the proposed alignment for Route 901.
Implementation Timeframe
At this time, it appears that a shared parking arrangement is possible. Implementation of this
recommendation is possible in Fall 2011 – if resources are available.

New Route – 945 IH-35 South Express
Preferred Alternative for Route 945 IH-35 South Express
The following is recommended:
•

Market research has shown an unmet need for commuter service to downtown Austin from
South Austin. Route 945 would provide peak-directional service between a regional park-andride in South Austin to downtown Austin and UT. As an interim, a partnership with Southpark
Meadows for shared parking should be developed. Initially three northbound and three
southbound trips should be operated.

Exhibit 57 shows the proposed alignment for Route 945.
Implementation Timeframe
A regional park-and-ride must be constructed in the IH-35 corridor prior to service initiation. This is
likely several years out. Implementation of this recommendation is likely after 2013.
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Exhibit 57 – Proposed Routes 901 and 945
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